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cleantheworld.org

Clean the World has a two-part mission:  

•	 Collect and recycle soap and hygiene products discarded every 

day by the hospitality industry and other sectors that generate 

environmental waste. 

•	 Through the distribution of  these and other donated products 

to impoverished people, prevent millions of  hygiene-related 

deaths each year, reduce the morbidity rate for hygiene-related 

illnesses, and encourage vigorous childhood development.

Clean the World partners with hotels to collect, recycle and sanitize used 

soap, lotions and hair products. Then they are distributed to the homeless 

and people who do not have access to hygiene products around the world.  

Also, Clean the World has a large need for individual and corporations/

groups to help assemble the hygiene kits. Finally, monetary donations are 

always needed. 

http://cleantheworld.org


4 Primary Website Tasks 

Option 1) Donate 

Option 2) Volunteer as a 
corporation/group to assemble 
kits at your location of  choice 

Option 3) Become a hotel partner 

Option 4) Volunteer as an 
individual to assemble kits at 
recycling center



Strengths of  website 
• Logo is obvious at top left 

• Social Media is listed top right 

• Navigation Bar is easy to read 

• Clean and simple design 

• Good use of  photos, maps and colors 

• Call to Action buttons are easy to find 

• Forms are easy to understand and fill out 

• Donation/Registration/Volunteer forms are 
completed within 3 clicks

Weaknesses of  
website 
• Unclear what the company does at first 

glance — description is at bottom of  page 
or About Us page 

• Merger with Global Soap is not clear 
because photo with information is scrolling 

• Moving photos at the top are distracting  

• No User Generated Content is present via 
blogs, articles or videos 

• One of  the Navigation Buttons need to 
renamed and some links. More button 
options should be added to homepage.



• Donate - this link works for those who already know the company 

and just want a way to make a quick donation 

• Home - this link works well to get users back to homepage quickly 

• Global Soap Project - The Distribution maps are good visuals 

and simple to understand 

• Get Involved - lists six different ways for getting involved 

• Partners - company logos and maps are good visuals   

• About Us - easy to understand ,explains the company divisions and 

history 

Navigation Bar: Strengths



• Global Soap Project - The title is confusing and a user may not understand what it means. Under 
Health Stats link, there is a lot of  copy on the page that a user may not take the time to read. 

• Get involved - The four main navigation buttons listed in middle of  homepage are: Donate, Build 
Hygiene Kits, Hotel Recycling and Volunteer (see photo). However, two additional options listed under 
this link are not located any other place on the site; i.e. Global Volunteer Experience Trip and Soap 
Donations. If  a user does not use the main navigation bar, they would not know that theses options 
were available. We would suggest adding two buttons or links to the homepage to show these 
additional options. We also suggest adding the Donate button here as well. These options should match 
the main buttons on the homepage so there is no confusion on all the ways to get involved. 

• Partners - There is a lot of  information under this one link. Some of  the categories are not working 
or should be explained in more details. For example: under Hospitality Recycling link, the map does 
not work correctly and the results are cut off  the side of  page. The Charity Partners link goes directly 
to the About Us Page and needs to be fixed. The Meeting and Event Planner Partner Option is 
confusing and needs more information. The Distribution Partners link is an important link for 
companies looking to receive help from Clean the World and the information seems to be hidden. 
Again, we suggest this option be added to the homepage so the information is not missed. 

• Blog - This is just a listing of  all company posted articles. It seems like a public relations page more 
than a blog. It would improve traffic to the website if  there was interaction with users, volunteers and 
companies involved with Clean the World to be apart of  the blog. 

• About Us - easy to understand and explains the company divisions well. The last link Submit 
Payment is confusing. User may not be sure what this is for or why it is located under About Us. We 
suggest removing it or moving it under Get Involved.

Navigation Bar: Weaknesses



SEO Results
The following information was completed in Internet Marketing Fundamentals class of  the IM Master’s Certificate Program (Feb 2014) 

We started with generic keyword searches like soap, recycle and recycle soap. The searches went as high as 60,500. We created a more specific search called recycling soap in 
Orlando, FL. Again, the result appeared high but Clean the World was the first three websites listed and is well represented within that search.  

We continued using more generic terms and synonyms. The number of  searches dropped tremendously. Hotel soap and shampoo resulted in only hundreds of  searches 
and the websites were companies who make soap. 

We decided to evaluate the search results for other important areas of  the business. Clean the World relies heavily on volunteers to put together their hygiene kits. We 
were surprised that your website did not come up in a search for volunteers needed in Orlando, FL. In fact, no search results numbers where found by Ad Words. This is a 
significant area that Clean the World could bring more awareness to their cause and fulfill their need of  volunteers.  

Since the company began in 2009, the Hyatt hotel chain has become a member of  the Clean the World program along with 2,000 other hotels in the United States, 
Canada and China. Therefore, we were really astonished to not see the company in a search of  recycle programs for hotels. This is an area that could bring additional 
knowledge about the program to the hotel industry. 

Another business that could help is soap manufacturers. There are many companies who produce the product and could supply their “leftovers” to be recycled. After 
we took a tour of  the facility, we learned that Dove just recently learned about the Clean the World through “word of  mouth” and donated a line of  soap that was 
being discontinued. This soap would have been thrown away but instead was recycled into hygiene kits that were sent to those in need in Guatemala. Soap 
manufacturing is a huge market that could be expanded to bring more recycled soap to the company. 
  
With all of  this in mind, we would propose some different approaches to their Internet marketing: 

Suggested Title Tag – Save lives by recycling soap 

Suggested Description Tag – Soap is a necessity for those who don’t have it 

Suggested Keywords Searches: 

Recycle programs for hotels 
Recycle soap 
Recycle hotel soap in Orlando, FL 
Volunteers needed in Orlando, FL 

A person spending the time to search how to recycle soap is green conscious therefore; appearing in a recycle soap search would allow the public to learn more about the 
company. Within the hotel industry, companies are looking to become green so being listed in recycle programs for hotels is a great way for them to hear about the soap 
program. The searches for recycle hotel soap in Orlando, FL is low but is an area to improve awareness within the local community. Orlando is one of  the largest hotel 
markets that could benefit from this soap program. 

Lastly, appearing in the search volunteers needed in Orlando, FL allows the local public to know that the company is in need of  volunteers. While looking for places to 
volunteer and conducted an Internet search of  the Orlando area. Clean the World did not appear in the search. We believe suggested keywords and tags could 
increase responsiveness for this company and all at very low pay-per-click cost. 



SEO Results 
The following information was completed in the Internet Marketing Fundamentals class of  the IM Master’s Certificate Program  (Feb 2014) 

Marketing.grader.com states that 75% of  users never go further than the first page of  search results. “You've got to do what you can to stand out in the pack of  
results, and compelling page descriptions is a good place to start.” 

Marketing Grader provides a very helpful tool that allows us to see how your website is ranking using the latest Internet marketing concepts.  

We used this tool for your website. The results were good. Your website scored an overall 80 out of  100. For your review, here is a breakdown of  your Internet 
marketing efforts thus far. 

Best Results  
Your company received the highest scores in blogging and social media.  

In Blogging, your website scored 6 out of  6 for the following efforts: 

•	 Set up a blog. blog.cleantheworld.org/  
•	 Set up an RSS feed. www.blogger.com/feeds/3270030568344787330/posts/default  
•	 Linked to your blog from your home page.  
•	 Added social sharing buttons to your blog.  
•	 Added social subscription options to your blog.  
•	 Added an email subscription option to your blog.  

Your latest three blogs received the following social media results: 
1.	 An Impactful Trip to the Philippines With Caesars Entertainment - http://blog.cleantheworld.org/2014/01/an-impactful-trip-to-

philippines-with.html 1/29/2014 - 1 retweets and 1 Facebook shares 
2.	 ESPN Radio's Colin Cowherd Invites You to Super BOWLing Spectacular - http://blog.cleantheworld.org/2014/01/espn-radios-colin-cowherd-

invites-you.html 1/28/2014 - 2 retweets, 22 Facebook shares 
3.	 Tickets Still Available for the Super BOWLing Spectacular- http://blog.cleantheworld.org/2014/01/tickets-still-available-for-super.html 1/27/2014 - 

1 retweets, 0 Facebook shares 
In Social Media, your website scored 3 out of  3: 

•	 Set up a Twitter account. @Clean_the_World  
•	 Set up a Facebook business page. www.facebook.com/CleanTheWorld  
•	 Linked to your social media accounts from your home page.  

Results for Clean the World and Twitter: 
@Clean_the_World  

•	 Twitter followers - 3,125  
•	 Average time between tweets - 5 hours  
•	 Percent of  replies for the last 10 tweets - 40  
•	 Twitter mentions in the last 24 hours - 0  

http://blog.cleantheworld.org/%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
https://www.blogger.com/feeds/3270030568344787330/posts/default%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
http://blog.cleantheworld.org/2014/01/an-impactful-trip-to-philippines-with.html%22%20%5Co%20%22Open%20blog%20post%20in%20new%20window%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
http://blog.cleantheworld.org/2014/01/espn-radios-colin-cowherd-invites-you.html%22%20%5Co%20%22Open%20blog%20post%20in%20new%20window%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
http://blog.cleantheworld.org/2014/01/tickets-still-available-for-super.html%22%20%5Co%20%22Open%20blog%20post%20in%20new%20window%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
http://marketing.grader.com/report/cleantheworld.org/Clean_the_World%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
http://www.facebook.com/CleanTheWorld%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank


SEO Results
The following information was completed in the Internet Marketing Fundamentals class of  the IM Master’s Certificate Program (Feb 2014) 

Areas that need some improvement 
Another area that is solid but could use some improvement was lead generation. The score was 2 out of  3. You have created some landing pages with forms to 
generate leads but not enough. According to marketing.grader.com, businesses with more than 40 landing pages get 12x more leads than those with only a few 
pages.  
Recent Links to Pages with Forms  

•	 Number of  the last 5 blog posts with links to forms - 5  
•	 Number of  the last 10 tweets with links to forms - 1  

A couple ways that were suggested to improve this area would be to set up analytics to measure your marketing. You can also set up marketing automation. 
Areas that need your immediate attention 
One area that need the most improvement on your website is SEO. Your results let us know that you need to add more alt tags to your images. You have some but 
not enough. According to Marketing Grader, “70% of  the links search users click on are organic - not paid. Using keyword-rich alt text can help you rank higher 
so that you can capture some of  that delicious organic traffic for yourself.”  

Two things that you can do to improve your rankings is not using your company name in your page titles and adding more unique page descriptions.  

The second area of  improvement recommended is the use on Mobile phones. It is proposed that you use @media queries or a mobile style sheet. Also, adding a 
Meta viewport tag. Marketing Grader states that you need a mobile CSS if  you want people to access your site on their smartphones. “And since 43% of  all 
phones are smartphones, and 87% of  them use it to access the internet, it probably makes sense to get this in place sooner rather than later.” 

A Meta viewport tag allows your webpage to resize to smartphone and tablet formats. If  you website is not viewed correctly with these devices, you could be 
missing out of  some valuable clients. On marketing.grader.com, the results showed your website was missing important functions. However, to test this theory, we 
used an iPhone to pull up your website and it worked perfectly. Therefore, we can conclude that different type of  cellphones will obviously vary the results.  

Overall, your website is on the right path. With a few improvements, specifically to your SEO efforts, we can help others learn about your important cause. 



Mobile Marketing Plan
The following information was completed in the New Media Marketing class of  the IM Master’s Certificate Program (Mar 14)  

Main Goal: Develop a Clean the World App. The public will learn about the new Clean the World App by email and posts on website/blog and all social media 
outlets. 

Channel Mix Plan 
Since Clean the World currently has a strong presence on Facebook, Twitter and You tube. We would like to see an app developed specifically for the company. The 
app will aim to target existing hotel members, company/group volunteers and individual volunteers. They will receive free incentives for downloading the app. They 
will register and text to receive the promotional offer allowing us to capture additional information for marketing. The app provides members an easier way to 
manager their accounts with Clean the World. Finally, adding an additional freebie for referring a friend to Clean the World will help capture new members. 

Digital Channels 
A new page will be added to the existing website that explains the Clean the World App and all of  its benefits. The downloading instructions will be posted to the 
website and on each blog that is published. The page will also include a listing of  hotels, companies and individuals who have won incentives from the app. This will 
allow others to see the value of  downloading the app. The “Refer a friend” program will be highlighted at the top with its very own button so that newbies can learn 
about the app directly from a loyal Clean the World supporter. The Clean the World Facebook, Twitter and You tube page will also include information about the 
app. 

Key Influencers 
As mentioned before, the Board of  Directors of  Clean the World will be asked to blog for the website but also within their own industries. Their job is to share the 
new app with all their follows on social media. Top recognized hotels, company/group and individuals volunteers will be asked to share the app with their friends 
and followers.  

Creative Concept 

Please see the attached storyboard on next page for full details.  

The new Clean the World App will target the following audiences:  
•	 Hotel management   
•	 Company and Group Volunteers 
•	 Individual Volunteers  
•	 New interests 

The purpose - Once the app is downloaded, participants will be asked to register and text their number, which will allow us to capture their personal information. 
The messaging will also allow us to send each person a code to redeem the free gift. 
The app allows users to manage their account, make changes, donations and/or services.  
Even a new person will learn more about the company and in the end; the goal is to have them sign up to be a supporter in some capacity. 
Summary 
The mail goal of  the Clean the World app is to generate more awareness to the company. It will also provide current members and volunteers a great way to manage 
their business with the company from their mobile or tablet. Those who have never heard of  the company, will learn more about the company from the hype that 
this app will create.  



Storyboard for New Clean the World App
 

 
The new Clean the World App is now available 

for download on your moblie device.  

 

• Hotel management – download and receive 
three free months of membership fees for 
the soap recycling program 

• Companys/Groups Volunteers – download 
and receive free tee shirts for your entire 
group when you order the “One Project” as a 
team building incentive. 

• Individual Volunteers – download to receive 
a free tee shirt and free lunch once you 
reached 12 hours of volunteering time with 
Clean the World.  

• Newbie – never heard of Clean the World? 
We want to reward you too. Download our 
app to receive a free Visa giftcard.   

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Once a participant downloads the app, they 
will be immediately asked to register an 
account with user name and password. The 
account will ask them to text a number with a 
specific code depending on who they are, i.e., 
volunteer. They will then receive their free 
coupon offer. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Once they are registered they will be 
directed to a three options on the screen 

• Hotel owners and management 

• Companies and Groups Volunteers 

• Individual Volunteers 

• I want to learn more 

1 
 
Initial message about new app will be posted 
on website, blog and sent via email to all 
members and supporters of Clean the World. 
It will also be shared on all social media 
pages. 

2 

 
Participant registers their account info and 
texts in a code indicating who they are to 
receive free offer.  

 

3 
Users are taken to a screen where they 
choose the direction to proceed. 

The following information was completed in the New Media Marketing class of  the IM Master’s Certificate Program (Mar 14) 



1 
 
Initial message about new 
app will be posted on 
website, blog and sent via 
email to all members and 
supporters of Clean the 
World. It will also be 
shared on all social 
media pages. 

2 

 
Participant registers 
their account info and 
texts in a code 
indicating who they are 
to receive free offer.  

 

3 
Users are taken to a 
screen where they 
choose the direction 
to proceed. 

   

Hotel staff will be able to: 

• Sign up for recycling 
program 

• Order more supplies 

• Track shipments 

• Refer a fellow company 
to the program and 
receive points towards 
another free month of 
membership. Click here 
for more details. 

 

 

 

Company and Group 
Volunteers will be able to: 

• Order “One Project” 
kits  

• Make donations to 
“One Project” 

• Track shipments  

• Refer a fellow 
company to the 
program and 
receive points 
towards a free 
order shipment of 
supplies. Click here 
for more details. 

 

 

Individual volunteers will 
be able to: 

• Sign up for 
volunteering 

• Make a donation 

• Track hours  

• Refer a friend to 
volunteer and 
receive a free Visa 
gift card. Click 
here for more 
details. 

 

 

 

4 

Choice One 

5 

Choice Two 

6 

Choice Three 

 

Storyboard for New Clean the World App

7 Choice 4 
 

Newbie will be able to learn about: 

• Memberships 

• Donations 

• Volunteering as a company or individual 

• Refer a friend and receive another free Visa 
gift card. Click here for more details. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



Competition & Merger
 Clean the World had only one competitor over the last seven years, Global Soap. A month ago, a merger was announced. These two companies have been targeting the same 

audiences: hotels, donors, and volunteers (corporate and individual).  

The differences:  

• Clean the World charged a monthly fee including shipping to participate in they're recycling program.  

• Global Soap did not charge a fee. Instead, hotels were asked to pay for the cost of  shipping soap to the nearest recycling center. Global Soap claimed that was cheaper than a 

monthly fee and the shipping cost was tax deductible.  

• Even with the difference in fees, Global Soap had only 1100 participating hotels compared to Clean the World who has 2,400. Together 3,500 hotels are recycling soap. 

• Clean the World has a program designed for corporations or groups to assemble hygiene kits for relief  organizations. Global soap did not. 

• Global soap is located in the United States only.  

• Clean the World has grown with two recycling operation centers in the USA and recently in Hong Kong.  

• Clean the World has a very comprehensive website with valuable data, videos, and information.  

• Global Soap website is not as interactive. Some links do not work nor do their buttons to Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn. Clean the World's growth and marketing efforts, 

especially social media put them well ahead of  Global Soap. 

Together: 

• Together they are now the only company to recycle hotel soap in the US and China. This merger gives both companies an opportunity to benefit from each other’s strengths 

and weaknesses. Global Soap will focus on distribution trips and the hygiene education with importance of  washing hands to those less fortunate. Clean the World will 

continue to focus on the hotel recycling program and volunteers. 



Issues/Changes/Improvements to Global Soap page 
since the merger: 

• The only mention of  the “merger” is listed in news 
article half  way down the page 

• More photos have been added recently. They are 
scrolling across the top like the Clean the World 
page. This is distracting. 

• There is no clear description about what the 
company does 

• Recent news articles are now posted on the home 
page instead of  company information 

• Board of  Directors link does not work 

• More social media links were added to side page.  
However, the buttons at top and bottom of  page still 
do not work 

• The Navigation Bar is simple and easy. The Hotel 
button now provides a link to Clean the World  

• The logo is clear and at the top left of  page

Competitor Analysis 



Usability Test Results and Recommendations 

User: Jordan Petrie 
Occupation: Male, 44 years old, Sales Rep for Gemaire, HVAC Distributor 

User’s feedback on positives: 
 The menu bar across the top was more obvious than the buttons in the middle of  page. The user found that the task 

of  signing up for the hotel recycling and making a donation was easy to understand. They could be done with the 

entire process within 3 steps. 

User’s feedback on negatives: 
The user did not understand what Clean the World did until they read the entire page. The mission statement clearly 

explains what they do but is located at very bottom of  page.  

Suggested Improvements: 
1) There is not a clear company description at the top of  the homepage. This needs to be added so a user can 

quickly figure what the company does without having to search for it. 

2) Make the photos smaller at the top of  page so that buttons in the middle of  page are more obvious. Presently, 

the user has to scroll down to find the buttons. 

3) Testing should be done every other month to make sure the above changes are understood by users. 

Additionally to find any problems that might have been missed. 



Revised Homepage Proposal

BLOG WITH US 

SHARE



Actions made to homepage in proposal:  
1. Added a simple description of  what the company does to the top of  page. It 

instantly tells people exactly what the company is about without having to 
scroll to the bottom or click on the About us page 

2. Added the new merger information to top of  the page. It should not move or 
scroll because a visitor may not see it. Eventually, it will be best to turn the 
two separate webpages into one. 

3. Made photos static at top of  page. Used compelling photos to grab attention. 
Took off  scrolling photos and information that can distract the visitor. 

4. Added Call to Action text to invite visitors to blog on the website and/or 
share on social media. This will help to create user generated content via 
blogs, articles or videos to draw more interest to both companies 

5. Other suggestions for future: Add two additional buttons for Global 
Volunteer Experience Trip and Soap Donations. Or perhaps a small link that 
shows these options. Also add a link on how to become a Distribution Partner 
to the homepage.



1. Global Soap Project - We suggest renaming this link to Health Statistics. We also suggest 
posting all research information as PDFs to eliminate all copy on these pages. 

3. Get involved - We suggest adding a Donate button here. The link options should be 
reordered to match the main buttons on the homepage so there is a consist look and 
understanding to the ways to be involved. 

5. Partners - Fix the following links: 
• Hospitality Recycling - the map and text is cut off  the side of  page.  
• Charity Partners - needs to show actual information and not go to the About Us page.  
• Meeting and Event Planner Partner - needs to be explained better.  

6. Blog - Encourage blogging activities between visitors, hotels members, volunteers and staff. 

7. About Us - Submit Payment - should be removed because it is not clear what it is for. We 
suggest removing it or moving it under Get Involved.

Suggested Actions 
for Navigation Bar:
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